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Each of us must connect, collaborate, be creative, and get more done in less  

time, and in a smaller space. With the ability to be as fluid as business requires,  

Stride creates a multitude of solutions from private office to open plan,  

and supports a range of individual workstyles within one cohesive platform. 

Stride offers a comprehensive approach for building a better office environment. 

Keep Pace 
with Your 
Environment

Unique storage that cantilevers over the 

worksurface features a variety of stowage 

options, provides visual privacy, and 

defines the boundaries of each work area. 
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Utilize worksurfaces, storage, and space division and integrate power virtually anywhere to create unique and 

visually consistent work areas across the floorplan. Stride delivers a stunning degree of versatility and flexibility  

and can evolve to reflect changing organization needs.  

A Single Furniture Solution for  
 One Functional Space

Benching   

A leg-and-beam design supports 

collaborative workers who need 

dedicated spaces and mobile workers 

who only need to briefly touch down. 

Private Offices   

A workwall with open and enclosed 

storage creates an inviting space that 

functions like an office but feels more 

like home. 

Workstations   

Stride panels for support and power 

distribution and gallery panels for 

easy-to-clean space division are the 

foundation for workstations in the 

open plan.
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Make a good first impression 

with a welcoming reception desk 

that serves as a productive home 

base for the office gatekeeper.

Extend the open-plan aesthetic into private 

offices with laminate-matching veneer and 

complementary storage for the busy executive.

Benching serves multiple purposes: to foster 

communication among team members and 

a landing spot for those who spend part of 

their week in the office.

Open-plan workstations offer choice for separation, 

from desk-mounted screens to panels stacked up to 

110 inches high for maximum privacy.
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Because each Stride component was designed with every other component in mind, the entire 

collection works together seamlessly. Stride also works well with other products. When you pair 

complementary gallery panels, storage, and height-adjustable worksurfaces with Stride panels, 

workers have the freedom to work how they want throughout the day to maintain comfort and  

productivity. Create one-of-a-kind workspaces that suit the people who use them.    

As Versatile as You Need it to Be 
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Stride designed by IDA Design

Worksurface height-adjustability  

is available integrated and built-in  

or freestanding and movable.
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Design, then Decorate
Numerous choices within a broad materials palette featuring fabric, glass, laminate, veneer, acrylic, and 

painted metal and wood allow you to make a statement about your brand, culture, or workstyle. 
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Full-height footed panels topped with low-profile glass  

provide maximum user privacy and separation. 

Shown with Stride storage

Stride panels with frameless glass and light-scale gallery panels  

and worksurface legs keep the look clean, lean, and bright.  

Shown with Approach™ storage

Higher panels surrounding integrated height-adjustable 

worksurfaces give users privacy when standing. 

Shown with Approach storage  

A workwall of storage in the private office offers safekeeping  

for project work, archival materials, and personal belongings.  

Shown with Stride storage

An open-leg bench with extended worksurfaces at either  

end allows individuals to come together and work together.  

Shown with Involve® storage

A closed-leg bench with glass screens and toybox  

storage is open and light yet suitable for individual work. 

Shown with Stride storage
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Visually and Functionally Dynamic 
The smart, thoughtful options and details available within the Stride collection increase comfort, improve 

effectiveness, and add visual appeal. Personalize each space to address the different ways that people work.   

Base raceway panel  
with fabric tiles

Benching height-adjustable 
worksurface 

Low-profile panel glass 

To-the-floor veneer panel tiles

Closed benching support

Painted wood storage 

Worksurface power

Gallery panels with  
frameless glass 

Open benching support

Footed panel  
with fabric tiles

Easy-access benching power 

Benching and desking screens 
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With power every 7½ inches on the Stride panel, power access can be located 

exactly where it’s needed most. Separate data cables from electrical within the 

frame using metal segment bars. Non-sequential tiles allow maintenance on power 

and data without deconstructing the entire workstation.

Power Play

Top Trim   

Easy access to lay-in data 

and phone cables.

Base Pathway

Easy access to lay-in cables 

and additional power.

 

Integrated Power   

Each tile accommodates two 

electrical receptacles (one on 

24-inch-wide tile). Receptacles 

are available in multiple colors to 

coordinate with the fabric.

Below Desktop

For powering stationary 

workstation items, such 

as a task light or printer.

Above Desktop   

For powering everyday 

personal items, such as a 

phone, tablet, or laptop. 

Power
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Data
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©2021 Allsteel Inc. 
Allsteel, Acuity, Involve, Mimeo and Stride are 
registered trademarks and Approach, Evo, Park 
and Silea are trademarks. Indoor Advantage is  
a trademark of SCS Global Services. level is a  
registered trademark of BIFMA International.

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were  
matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish.  
When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Go to allsteeloffice.com/design-resources/idea-starters  
for additional Stride layouts.

Cover Stride: Noble Dawn Fabric, Frosted Glass, Fawn Cypress Laminate Gallery Panels and Top, Designer White Laminate Top and Paint, Designer White Painted 
Wood Storage Evo™ Seating: Mist Mesh, Dapper Slate Upholstery, Titanium Frame/Base p. 2 Stride: Frosted Glass, Sienna Paint, Designer White Painted Wood Storage 
Evo Seating: Lustre Mesh, Centurion Fog Upholstery, Salt Frame/Base p. 6-7 Stride: Noble Dawn Fabric, Smoked Glass, Designer White Laminate Gallery Panels and 
Top, Nutmeg Walnut Veneer Top, Designer White and Pyrite Paint Gunlocke Silea™ Storage: Designer White Laminate Acuity® Seating: Dusk Mesh, Graphite Mesh 
Carrier, Camira Hemp Plough Seating Upholstery, Graphite Frame/Base Park™ by Norm Architects Plant & Storage Pedestal: Textured Designer White p. 10 Stride 
Benching: Skyline Walnut Laminate Top, Smoked Glass Involve Storage: Loft Laminate, Kvadrat Recheck Upholstery Acuity Seating: Dusk Mesh, Graphite Mesh 
Carrier, Brisa® Fresco Flint Upholstery, Polished Aluminum Frame, Graphite Base p. 13 Top Stride: Mica Dove Fabric, Designer White Laminate Top and Paint Approach 
Storage: Designer White Laminate Screens: Noble Stormy Fabric Evo Seating: Dusk Mesh, Centurion Black Upholstery, Black Frame/Base Top left Stride Benching: 
Spin Alabaster Fabric Screen, Designer White Laminate Top, Flint Painted Wood Storage, HBF Textiles Brushed Canvas Static Upholstery Acuity Seating: Mist Mesh, 
Graphite Mesh Carrier, Dapper Onyx Upholstery, Graphite Frame/Base Top right Stride: Reflections Ice Fabric, Loft Laminate Tiles and Top, Loft Paint Lower left Stride: 
Noble Aspen Fabric, Clear Glass, Designer White Laminate Gallery Panels and Top, Designer White and Succulent Paint Approach Storage: Fawn Cypress Laminate 
Mimeo® Seating: Loft Mesh, Titanium Mesh Carrier, Inertia Loft Upholstery, Titanium Frame/Base Lower right Stride: Appoint Frost Fabric, Smoked Glass, Fawn 
Cypress Gallery Panels, Designer White Laminate Top, Designer White and Succulent Paint Involve Storage: Fawn Cypress Laminate Evo Seating: Camira Blazer Aston 
Upholstery, Titanium Frame/Base
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